3 B’s OBJECTIVES

For the week of: 11-14-16

A Challenge For The 21st Century
by Lou Torok

Religion:Religion:-Jesus Teaches us How
to Love and Care
English: - verbs
Reading: Tops and Bottoms
-Author's Purpose
-Predict and set Purpose
-friendly letter
Spelling: Tops and Bottoms
Three letter blends
Math: -multiplication
Social Studies:
- Haudenosaunee
-Explorers Arrive
Science:
Science: - Sound and Electrical
Energy
Handwriting: -Students have to be on page 37
as the first trimester goal by NOVEMBER 17.
( They have been working at school and home
since the beginning of the School Year, back in
late August)

Bring things that you don’t
want to barter or trade on
Tuesday ,November
,November
th
22 .(nothing new.)

I recognize that I belong to the family of mankind
Made up of all human beings of every race, color,
creed and ideology
Now living on this Planet Earth.
I understand that there can be no common good
Without an individual good.
I am responsible for myself and for all human
beings
Who share this earth with me.
I know that our enemies are those among us
Who will not share the responsibility for our
common good.
I accept my own personal responsibility:
To replace darkness with light,
To replace hatred with love,
To replace suspicion with trust,
To replace lies and hypocrisy with honesty,
To replace abuse with kindness,
To replace frustration with patience,
To replace fear with understanding,
To replace bias, prejudice and discrimination
with tolerance,
To replace ignorance with knowledge,
To replace indifference with concern,
And to replace apathy with action.
I believe that all men are entitled to equal
opportunities
To live, to grow and to flourish as human beings
With dignity and respect.
I acknowledge that it is as important
To live and work for peace
As to die for peace.
As a member of the family of mankind
Now living on this Planet Earth
I thus commit myself
And challenge my children
And their children, with God’s help,
To do as well.

